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Abstract

Designing custom coils for magnetic resonance systems, such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
trometers and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners, often entails using non-standard configurations
of the transmit-receive (T/R) switch and Q-spoiling circuits. The built-in drivers of commercial NMR and
MRI systems are, typically, only reconfigurable within a narrow application range (if at all). Thus, the
built-in driver may not be able to properly control the custom T/R switches and Q-spoiling circuits when
using custom built coils. We present a PIN diode driver which functions in both an MRI scanner and NMR
spectrometer. The PIN diode driver is based on readily available discrete components and achieves switching
times for the reverse and forward bias states (transmit on and off) of 2 µs and 0.4 µs respectively. Hence,
this work enables a higher degree of customization of the RF switching circuits in an MR system and is
potentially of interest for designers of custom coils for both NMR spectrometers and MRI scanners.
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1. Introduction1

In a magnetic resonance (MR) system it is vital to have reliable switching between transmit and receive2

states of the radio frequency (RF) front-end. The majority of such circuits for switching in an MR system3

are based on positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) diodes [1–4]. Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) [5]4

and transistor [6] based switches are, however, slowly emerging as an alternative. The two most commonly5

used applications for PIN diodes are transmit-receive (T/R) switches and Q-spoiling circuits (also referred to6

as active decoupling or active detuning circuits). T/R switches and Q-spoiling circuits have been discussed7

in depth in [1, 7]. However, the treatment of PIN diode driver circuits (just driver moving forward) for8

MR systems have largely escaped scrutiny, despite the fact that drivers are present in all nuclear magnetic9

resonance (NMR) spectrometers and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners. Even though drivers are10

readily available in different commercial systems, when designing custom coils, a higher degree of flexibility in11

controlling, for example, the T/R switch and Q-spoiling circuits is often imperative for optimal performance.12

This work discusses the requirements for a driver in an MR system and presents a design capable of µs13

switching for both forward and reverse bias.14

A PIN diode is made by sandwiching an insulating material between a P- and N-doped semiconductor.15

At RF and microwave frequencies a PIN diode acts as a non-linear current-controlled resistor [8]. When16

forward biased a PIN diode achieves resistances in the order of 0.1-0.5 Ω (depending on the forward current)17

with a parasitic parallel capacitance of approximately 0.1-2 pF (dictated by the size of the PIN diode).18

In reverse bias, the resistance of the PIN diode increases to several kΩ. The exact reverse bias resistance19

is highly dependent on the reverse voltage. At 0 V reverse bias the resistance is usually in the range of20

5-10 kΩ [9]. The primary problem when having to switch PIN diodes is an inherent non-linear charge storage21

characteristic resulting in having to source or sink a large current when transitioning from forward to reverse22

bias or vice-versa.23

Drivers are available commercially for cellular applications where the current sourcing capability is limited24

at 100 mA with a switching speed of up to 1650 ns [10]. [11, 12] describe an implementation, which is capable25

of delivering peak currents in excess of 1 A at switching times of 15 ns. In [13], a driver based on operational26

amplifier (opamp) technology is presented showing switching times in the order of 200 ns. Forlani and Fresia27

[14] describe a driver capable of delivering 10 mA to a PIN diode with a switching time of 1.6 ns. Harvey [15]28

presents a design capable of delivering 120 mA at a switching time of 6 ns. van Niekerk and van der Walt29

[16] show a design with 200 mA current sourcing. The switching time is up to 7 µs. In [17] the presented30

driver switches in 3 µs with a current of 30 mA. For MRI, a design is presented by [18]. The design is based31

on [19] and is capable of switching in approximately 4 us. Brunner et al. [20] presents a complete differential32

T/R switch, including a differential driver for NMR and MRI. The driver is based on the opamp design in33

[13] and is capable of sourcing up to 1.8 A with a switch time of approximately 700 ns.34

Two key issues with the currently available drivers are: 1) The drivers require a specific series resistor for35

a given output voltage (which determines the current through the PIN diode). Since the resistor determines36

the output voltage, the sourcing current is vulnerable to changes in the knee voltage of the PIN diode.37

For instance, given a certain Q-spoiling switch employing multiple PIN diodes in series, the resistance38

regulating the biasing current needs to be recalculated and changed in the driver. 2) Low and/or unclear39

current sourcing and sinking capabilities.40

In this work, the two problems described above are addressed by designing a driver, which features a41

reconfigurable regulated forward bias current between 65 mA and 1.4 A, with a reverse bias switching time42

of 0.4 µs.43

2. Methods44

For the driver to work in both an NMR spectrometer and MRI scanner it is required that the driver can45

trigger on both a voltage-to-voltage and current-to-voltage input (transmit on-to-off). The voltage-voltage46

input is typically supplied from a microprocessor (e.g. 5 V and 0 V for the transmit on and off state47

respectively) and the current-voltage input is the Q-spoiling signal from the MRI scanner (e.g. 100 mA48

current forward and -5 V reverse bias). When the input to the driver transitions from low to high, the49
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Figure 1: Schematic of the PIN diode driver.

output of the driver needs to transition from a reverse bias of -5 V to a forward bias between 100-500 mA50

and vice versa. Even though the driver is applicable to both NMR and MRI systems, it is primarily designed51

for an MRI system where a single positive supply of 10 V is available. We target switching times from forward52

to reverse bias in under 1 µs and from reverse to forward bias below 10 µs.53

2.1. Driver Circuit54

The schematic of the driver is shown in Fig. 1. The first part of the driver is a buffer ensuring better55

input jitter stability. The optional diodes are required when triggering the forward bias state of the driver56

using a current rather than a voltage (required when the Q-spoiling signal from the scanner has to trigger57

the driver). The buffer triggers when Vin transitions between approximately 0.25 V and 0.5 V. The positive58

level shifter inverts the output of the buffer and controls the positive field effect transistor (FET) driver59

which controls Q11. Q11 is an IRLIB9343 P-channel metal oxide semiconductor FET (MOSFET) and is60

used as a high side switch. The negative level shifter likewise inverts the signal from the buffer and controls61

the negative FET driver, which toggles Q14. Q14 is an IRF530 N-channel MOSFET that is operated as a62

low side switch. To ensure that the sourcing current of the driver is independent of the load connected to63

Vout, a discrete current limiter is used.64

2.1.1. Buffer65

The buffer consists of a Schmitt trigger ensuring that the PIN driver does not flicker if noise is present
on Vin. It is a standard non-inverting topology using the LT1720 comparator (U1A), which is a rail-to-rail
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and single supply OpAmp. When Vin transitions above an upper threshold voltage Vh the buffer output
Voh = Vcc. Vice versa, when Vin transitions below a lower threshold Vl, Vol = 0. R1, R2, R3, and R4 are
found by solving [21]

R1 =
R4 (Vh − Vl)
Voh − Vol

, (1)

Vref =
VhVol − VlVoh

Vh − Vl − Voh + Vol
, (2)

where Vref is the voltage at pin 2 of U1A. Vref is defined by the voltage division between R2 and R3. Hence,66

the threshold voltage are approximately Vh = 0.5 V and Vl = 0.25 V.67

2.1.2. Level Shifters68

The level shifters convert the output of the buffer (pin 7 of U1A) from {0,Vcc} V to {Vcc, 0} V or69

{Vcc,Vneg} V for the positive and negative level shifter respectively. Hence, the level shifters also work as70

inverters.71

When the buffer output voltage transitions low, current runs through the base of Q2 and R6. In turn,72

the voltage at the base of Q4 rises, forward biasing D5, and subsequently dividing the current through R673

between D5, R8, and the base of Q2. Because D5 is a Schottky diode, having a lower knee voltage (0.4 V)74

than the transistor (0.7 V), it defines the operating point of Q2 and thus ensures that Q2 is not in saturation.75

Hence, D5 ensures faster switching because Q2 is not in saturation. Further, D5 also mitigates the variance76

of the conduction voltage of Q2 and thus ensures a uniform performance of the level shifter across multiple77

devices. D7 protects Q4 by ensuring that the base emitter voltage does not exceed the reverse knee voltage78

of Q4 (5 V). When the output of the buffer goes high, C2 discharges into the base of Q2 and D5, Q2 is79

closed (swiftly due to C2), R10 pulls the base of Q4 to Vneg, and Q4 thus opens and pulls down the output80

of the negative level shifter to Vneg minus the base emitter voltage of Q4 (0.7 V).81

The positive level shifter works the same as the negative level shifter but is ’flipped’. When the output82

of the buffer is high, C1 discharges primarily into the base of Q1 turning it on quickly. Current thus flows83

through R5 and the base of Q1, opening Q1, pulling down the base of Q3, and pulling down the output of84

the positive level shifter to ground. When the buffer output drops to zero Q1 is turned off, R9 pulls the85

base of Q3 to Vcc, Q3 is then turned on and the output of the positive level shifter rises to Vcc minus the86

base emitter voltage of Q3.87

2.1.3. FET Drivers88

The FET drivers are standard BJT push-pull emitter followers based on the N-type BC547 and P-type89

BC557 transistors. In the positive FET driver, R11 limits the in-rush current to the gate of Q11 and thus90

controls the switch off time of Q11. R12 limits the out-rush current from the gate of Q11 determining the91

turn on time of Q11. In the negative FET driver, R15 determines the out-rush current from the gate of Q1492

and hence the turn off time of Q14. R14 limits the in-rush current to the gate of Q14 and hence the turn93

on time of Q14. Two parallel transistors is utilized on the high (Q7 and Q9) and low (Q8 and Q10) side of94

the negative FET driver because the peak currents when switching a physically large FET driven hard into95

saturation can exceed the maximum safe operating current of the BJ547 and BJ557 transistors.96

2.1.4. Current Limiter97

If R19 is excluded, the current limiter is fairly well-known and not very fast. As the voltage on the98

drain of Q11 rises the source voltage of Q13 also rises and thus turns on Q13, because the gate of Q13 is99

grounded via R16. As Q13 turns on and draws current through R17 and RV1 the emitter base voltage of Q12100

approaches the conduction voltage of Q12. As Q12 starts to conduct, current in R16 increases, increasing101

the gate voltage of Q13 and again decreasing the current in Q13. Hence, the regulated current output from102

the source of Q13 is defined by Ohm’s law as103
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Figure 2: Schematic of the power supply for the PIN diode driver.

Iout =
V

(Q12)
eb

R17 + RV1
. (3)

The BC557 has an approximate conduction voltage of 0.7 V and thus the minimum and maximum current104

is 67 mA and 1.4 A respectively. R19 is added to prevent Q13 from going out of conduction (by adding a105

small quiescent current of approximately 10 mA) and thus decrease the turn on time of the current limiter.106

2.2. Power Supply107

The driver circuit requires three voltages: Vcc, Vneg, and ground. The schematic in Fig. 2 shows108

the power supply used for the driver. To generate Vcc, Vsup is regulated to 5 V using an LM7805 linear109

regulator (U3). The minimum and maximum input voltage to U3 is 7 V and 25 V respectively. Because110

the driver is designed to operate on a single supply from an MRI scanner an LTC3261 charge pump (U2) is111

used. U2 converts Vsup to -Vsup on VI of U4 and operates from a Vsup ranging from 4.5 V to 32 V with a112

maximum of 100 mA. The negative voltage from U2 is regulated to -5 V using an LM7905 linear regulator113

(U4) which operates with an input voltage from -7 V to -25 V.114

2.3. Implementation115

The driver and power supply is implemented on a double sided FR-4 substrate with a thickness of 1.5 mm,116

relative permittivity of approximately 4.2, and copper thickness of 35 um. The layout is made in KiCad117

(files available online) and manufactured using an in-house process. Our in-house process does not feature118

plated through holes. Vias are made using 0.6 mm diameter copper rivets. The complete driver is seen in119

Fig. 3.120

2.4. Bench Characterization121

The bench characterization consists of measuring the on and off switching times of the driver when loaded122

with a number of PIN diodes at different forward bias currents. This is accomplished using an arbitrary123

waveform generator to trigger the driver and an oscilloscope featuring at least two channels. One channel124

of the oscilloscope is connected to Vin along with the output of the arbitrary waveform generator. The125

second channel of the oscilloscope is connected to Vout. It is vital that the grounding lines of the arbitrary126

waveform generator and the oscilloscope channels are kept as short as possible to prevent ringing.127
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Figure 3: Picture of the PIN diode driver.

2.5. Imaging and Spectroscopy Experiments128

Imaging of 13C was conducted on a 3 T clinical scanner (GE Healthcare MR750). A cylindrical phantom129

filled with ethylene glycol mixed with 17 g/L NaCl was used (to provide loading). The length of the sample130

is 10 cm and it has a diameter of 3 cm. A chemical shift imaging (CSI) sequence was used with a repetition131

time of 250 ms, slice thickness of 4 cm, and field-of-view (FOV) of 14-by-14 cm in the axial plane. The132

transmit coil is a clamshell type from RAPID Biomedical. The receive coil is a self-made surface coil which133

is rectangular with a length and width of 6 and 8 cm respectively. The edges have been metered at a length134

of 1 cm. The unloaded and loaded Q-factors are 381 and 172, respectively. Hence, the unloaded to loaded135

Q-factor is approximately 2.2.136

Solid-state dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) NMR experiments were conducted in a 6.7 T polarizer137

magnet using a Varian DirectDrive 400 spectrometer. The spectrometer’s T/R switch is equipped with138

three MA4P404-28 PIN diodes biased between +5V and -15V (with the built-in driver) during transmission139

and reception mode, respectively. A current of 100 mA biases each diode whilst pulsing thereby minimizing140

the insertion loss to the sample coil and maximizing receiver preamplifier isolation. Centered in an RF coil141

is a 50 µL sample of 14 M [1-13C]pyruvic acid containing 30 mM of the trityl radical AH111501. The RF142

coil exhibits an unloaded Q-factor of approximately 45. Due to very low sample loading (tan δ < 0.0002),143

the unloaded to loaded Q-factor is approximately 1. The sample was cooled in a helium bath to 1.4 K and144

irradiated with 187.96 GHz microwaves. The microwave source is based on an actively multiplied Gunn diode145

oscillator from Quinstar Technology and a 200X2R4 frequency doubler from VDI. Microwave irradiation is146

seized after 0.5 h to acquire a free induction decay (FID). A total of 20 FIDs were acquired using both the147

Varian and self-built driver. The data is acquired using a spectral bandwidth of 5 MHz, a flip angle of 0.36148

degrees, and 2048 number of points.149

3. Results150

Fig. 4 shows the measured switching times of the driver on the bench utilizing different forward bias151

currents and number of PIN diodes in series. Switching the driver to forward bias, when a single PIN diode152

is connected to the output, when sourcing 100 mA, 250 mA, and 500 mA results in a steady state after153

approximately 2 µs (Fig. 4a). Switching the driver to reverse bias with a single PIN diode connected to the154

output, for the three sourcing currents mentioned above, results in a steady state after approximately 0.4 µs155

which is achieved at 500 mA (Fig. 4b). At 100 mA the reverse bias steady state is reached in approximately156

0.28 µs.157

The forward bias switching time when sourcing 100 mA, but adding PIN diodes in series, is seen in Fig. 4c.158

Up to four series PIN diodes has been added resulting in steady state switch on times of approximately 1.3 µs,159

1.5 µs, 1.7 µs, and 2.1 µs when using 1, 2, 3, and 4 series connected PIN diodes on the output of the driver160

respectively. As expected, the steady state voltage rises with additive knee voltages of the PIN diodes:161

0.7 V, 1.4 V, 2.1 V, and 2.8 V for 1, 2, 3, and 4 series connected PIN diodes. As the overshoot voltage162
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Figure 4: Bench measurements showing the switch on and off timing of the PIN diode driver. (a) shows the switch on timing.
(b) shows the switch off timing.
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Figure 5: Scanner measurement showing an image of the cylindrical phantom with a) the scanner’s built-in driver and b) the
driver presented in this work.

approaches Vcc the linear increase in switching time breaks down and the switching time increases. The163

reverse bias switching time when using multiple series diodes is seen in Fig. 4d. It is found that the reverse164
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Figure 6: Measured FID (first 10 µs) using the built-in PIN driver of the Varian spectrometer and the one presented in this
work.

bias switching time is independent on the number of series connected PIN diodes (at least up to 4) showing165

an almost constant reverse bias switching time of approximately 0.27 µs.166

Imaging results are seen in Fig. 5. Using the scanner’s built-in driver an SNR of approximately 42 was167

measured. Using the driver presented here an SNR of approximately 43 was measured. Hence, there is no168

significant difference between the two measurements.169

The first 10 µs of the measured FID using the spectrometer is shown in Fig. 6. No significant difference170

between the two measurements are observed, exhibiting an approximate switching time of 1.5 µs. The SNR171

is 1256 and 1331 using the Varian and self-built driver, respectively. This amounts to an approximately 6 %172

increase when using the self-built driver.173

4. Discussion174

It was expected that the imaging experiments should show no significant difference in SNR when using175

the built-in or self-built driver. This observation is only true when using the CSI sequence, or other sequences176

with similar timing requirements. To extend the usage of the driver to more timing critical applications, the177

driver was also applied to a solid-state spectroscopy experiment. Here, no significant SNR difference was178

observed either. Hence, even though the self-built driver does not supply a -15 V negative supply compared179

to the Varian, similar SNR values are achieved. This indicates that the self-built driver is indeed as good as180

both the built-in driver in the MRI scanner and the NMR spectrometer. The driver presented in this work181

does not enable e.g. zero echo time imaging, as this would, likely, require a complete redesign of the T/R182

switch. The primary objective of this work was, however, to enable a higher degree of flexibility in utilizing183

custom T/R switches and Q-spoiling circuits.184

The switching time is in this work defined using the MA4P1250NM PIN diode connected directly to185

the output of the driver. Hence, required circuitry of a T/R switch or Q-spoiling circuit such as feeding186

inductor(s) and decoupling capacitor(s) are not included in the switching time characterized on the bench.187

We believe that the switching time, when characterized on the bench using a PIN diode while omitting188

the use of other circuitry, shows the capability of the driver to handle the non-linear current sourcing and189

sinking of the PIN diode. Even though the switching time is not truly characterized only by the PIN diode190

it does represent a best case scenario. It is important to recognize that by omitting the use of feed inductors191

and decoupling capacitors on the bench, also eliminates ringing and the potential use of a snubber circuit.192

A snubber circuit typically consists of a series resistor, shunt capacitor filter which filters the ringing above193

certain frequencies. It also slows down the switching time of the driver. The snubber circuit is omitted in194

this work, but is thoroughly described in [22], and can easily be added to the driver.195

The forward bias switching time of the driver can be lowered by further increasing the supply voltage196

to the positive level shifter, positive FET driver, and Q11. When the driver switches to forward bias, due197

to the current limiter having a finite regulation time, the output overshoots. This overshoot can be used198
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actively in driving the non-linear current sourcing of the PIN diode making it switch faster. The trade-off199

is a higher steady state power consumption. Q13 will dissipate the majority of the power since this is what200

regulates the voltage resulting in a given current. Hence, depending on the increase in voltage supply, Q13201

may need additional cooling and/or swapped for another transistor entirely.202

Decreasing the reverse bias switching time, which is perhaps the most critical, might be achieved by203

using dedicated logic level transistors which are usually faster than the multi-purpose transistors used in204

this work. The main issue with logic level transistors is their lower power handling capabilities. Hence, even205

though the level shifters and FET drivers were updated with logic level transistors, it might not be possible206

to drive the rather high amount of current when having to switch high power MOSFETs away from deep207

saturation.208

Another strategy for decreasing the reverse bias switching time is to use a lower negative voltage supply209

for the negative level shifter, negative FET driver, and Q14. This also has the advantage of increasing the210

resistance of the PIN diode. Now, even though a higher negative voltage may help reduce the reverse bias211

switching time, it also depends on the slew rate of the driver itself seeing this is finite. Hence, depending212

on the PIN diodes non-linear current sinking, it could be advantageous to increase the negative supply213

voltage. However, it should be determined on a case by case basis. The GE scanner, for which this driver214

was primarily designed, uses a -5 V reverse bias and thus is what is used for this driver.215

Now, increasing the positive and negative supply voltages might look straight forward. However, it216

is highly dependent on the maximal drain-source and base-emitter voltages of the transistors. If these217

maximum ratings are exceeded either other transistors must be utilized or a stacked transistor design is218

required. The stacked transistor design is not presented in this work since it is well described in [23].219

Malfunction detection has not been implemented. By using a differential opamp configuration over the220

static resistor in the current limiter (R17) to detect the voltage, the current is easily calculated using Ohm’s221

law. The problem with this approach occurs if Q14 or R20 breaks into a short. The current then flows222

through Q14 and/or R20 rather than into the PIN diode. The safest approach is to add a small series223

resistor in the output and thus detect the voltage across, again using a differential opamp configuration.224

The standard components used to implement the driver are magnetic. This is of course not ideal. Usually,225

the culprit is the package of which the leads have a layer of nickel deposited. If it is possible to acquire the226

dies before packaging, custom packing/direct bonding to the printed circuit board (PCB) might solve the227

problem. However, it would be immensely expensive and the lead time would be very long. As such, we228

make sure that the driver is placed at least 0.5 m away from the region of interest in the MRI scanner. No229

shimming problems were observed.230

Finally, the driver presented in this work is single ended. Brunner et al. [20] showed that if sub-us231

switching of a high power T/R switch is needed, differential operation is required. By changing the buffer232

into an inverting Schmitt trigger and using the presented driver in conjunction, it is possible to operate233

differentially. It does, however, require twice the amount of components. Given that the drivers are placed234

outside the bore of the scanner this should not pose a problem. Additionally, since the driver is made using235

readily available components, the cost is in the range of 30-50 eper piece. Thus, the added cost of operating236

differentially is fairly low, even though the relative price doubles.237

5. Conclusion238

A PIN diode driver using readily available discrete components featuring forward and reverse bias switch-239

ing times of 2 µs and 0.4 µs, respectively, has been presented. When the driver is in forward bias, a current240

limited voltage is supplied to either a T/R switch or Q-spoiling circuit. In reverse bias, -5 V is supplied to241

the PIN diodes. The driver was tested in both an MRI scanner (for controlling a Q-spoiling switch on a242

receive surface coil) and NMR spectrometer (to control a T/R switch). The driver presented in this work243

had similar performance to the commercial solutions. Hence, a complete PIN diode driver has thus been244

presented which, to the best knowledge of the authors, have thus far been omitted in the MR community.245

Further, this paper takes a step towards ’build your own scanner/spectrometer’. Finally, utilizing a self-built246

driver eases the design of custom T/R switches and Q-spoiling circuits since the built-in driver of the NMR247

spectrometer or MRI scanner is no longer a limiting factor.248
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